Arvind Borde / PHY 12, Week 7: Electromagnetic Radiation
What do you know so far?

(3) What in the name of magnetism produces elec-

(1) What in the name of electricity creates electric

tric fields? Changing magnetic fields.

fields? Electric charges.
(2) What in the name of magnetism creates mag-

(4) What in the name of electricity produces mag-

netic fields? Magnetic (di)poles.

netic fields? Electric currents.

Next, the connection between the two.

But, shouldn’t it be “changing electric fields produce
magnetic fields”?
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Maxwell’s Laws

James Clerk Maxwell thought so.

1. Electric fields produced by electric charges.

In 1888 he produced a beautifully synthesis of all
the previous work on the subject of electricity and

2. Magnetic fields produced by magnetic poles.

magnetism, under four laws that bear his name.

3. Electric fields produced by changing magnetic
fields.
4. Magnetic fields produced by electric currents,
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Three-and-a-half of Maxwell’s Laws were a sum-

There’s a deep truth hidden in Maxwell’s Laws.

mary of the previous discoveries of others.

One way to produce electric or magnetic fields is
through sources: charges produce electric fields,

But his proposal that magnetic fields would be pro-

poles produce magnetic fields.

duced by changing electric fields was new.
Maxwell was motivated by the apparent symmetry
between electricity and magnetism.
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(As in gravitation, masses produce gravitational effects.)
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With sources, something concrete (a charge, a

(6) Do Maxwell’s Laws say there’s another way

magnet, a mass) produces an abstraction, a field.

to produce electric and magnetic fields? Yes, by
changing magnetic and electric fields, respectively.

(5) Why do we think this abstraction is “really
there”?

And, as with fields caused by sources, we can

Because it exerts forces, and thereby causes motions

equally well measure the fields caused by fields.

that we can measure.
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What would a field caused by a field look like?

Still, you cling stubbornly to a “cause”?

It can be a self-sustaining process.

Here’s a scenario, with cause:

Let’s go to an animation.

A DC current creates a constant magnetic field
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DC −→ AC:

So, these oscillating EM fields can persist in empty
space. Do they just hang out, or do they move?
They move, with a speed given by

k = 9 × 109 N· m2 /C2 , and 0 = 1/4πk
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µ0 = 4π × 10−7 T·m/A
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√
(7) Calculate 1/ 0 µ0

Visible light is part of the “electromagnetic spectrum.”

(8) Do you recognize that value?

Magnitudes decrease as 1/r.

It’s c, the “speed of light.”
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What is Light?

Light as a Particle

When people say “light” they usually mean visible
light.
But it’s one form of a larger phenomenon called

The individual particles (“packets of energy”) are

electromagnetic radiation. We’ll use “light” to

called . . .

cover the whole spectrum.

(9) What? Photons. (The “quanta” of light.)

Light has a dual nature: particle and wave.
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Light as a Wave

(11) If two waves (Wave A and Wave B) have the

(10) What’s a wave? A transmission of energy.

same speed, but Wave A has twice the wavelength
of Wave B, how are their frequencies related?

The two key attributes of waves are:

Wave A will have half the frequency of Wave B.
. How long they are (wavelength, λ), and
. How frequently they pass (frequency, ν).
The speed of a wave, c, is related to these two by
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Visualizing wavelength

Different forms of electromagnetic radiation have
The wavelength is the distance needed for one full

19wave cycle to complete.

different wavelengths:
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Wave Amplitude

ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM: http://www.thenanoage.com/images/EM Spectrum Properties.png
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The amplitude, A, is how high (or low) the wave

22gets.
The Medium

Hertz confirmed the existence of EM waves in 1887.

Water carries water waves, air carries sound waves.

He created waves by rapidly changing charges, then
measured the induced emf as the waves passed a

(12) What carries EM waves? Nothing. The fields

loop.

simply propagate.
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(13) What are the wavelengths of EM radiation

(14) Cellphone antennae are about λ/4. If an

with frequencies

antenna is 8.5 cm, what frequency does it receive?

5 × 106 m

a) 60 Hz
b) 93.3 MHz
c) 4.74 · 10

14

3.22 m
Hz

6.33 × 10−7 m
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λ = 0.34m. f = 880MHz.
(15) What is the time delay to send an EM signal
5,000 km? 0.017s.
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Measuring the Speed of Light

Energy and Pressure in EM waves
The energy per unit volume is
u = uE + uB =

1 B2
1
0 E 2 +
2
2 µ0

May be rewritten as 0 E 2 , or B 2 /µ0
Today we define the speed of light to be
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2.99792458 × 108 m

EM waves also exert pressure.
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